NATIONAL DAY AWARDS 2014
Congratulations to Dr Jeanne Ho, Ms Mary Charles and Ms Chow Leng Choo for being awarded the Long
Service Medal!

IJ SPIRIT BURNING BRIGHT
IJ Youth Mission works with community partners who support segments of society of different ages
and backgrounds. For several years now, IJ Youth Mission students have been collecting and donating
bags of rice to H.O.M.E., a shelter for domestic helpers who are victims of abuse in Singapore. One
Saturday this semester, IJ Youth Mission invited a group of these residents to visit the school and to attend
an arts workshop organized by our girls. The following is a reflection from Rachel Mok, a student-organizer:
H.O.M.E is a shelter for abused domestic helpers in Singapore. The organization not only provides a
safe haven for these foreign workers but also provides legal support for their situation. The residents get to
learn new skills and gain moral support from one another whilst awaiting their cases to be tried in court.
IJYM has been collecting rice to feed these abused foreign domestic helpers for many years and we
decided that it was time we actually met the people we serve so as to understand their needs better. Our
hope is that we can also be a stronger and more genuine voice for them.
Initially, when preparing for their visit, I was rather worried as I did not
know what they liked and which area of activities they would be interested in.
During our planning, we had a hard time deciding as we came up with many
choices and finally made the decision to carry out the activity of mask painting
with them. On the day of the visit, I was as nervous as the other IJYM
members because we were afraid that things would not go as well as we had
planned. The guests, however, were all smiling when they arrived and it was
a real relief for us. As we talked with them over a simple breakfast, we learnt their names and the places
they had visited in Singapore. They were very interested to try out mask painting and even shared their life
stories with us. We were also greatly humbled as we were supposed to make them feel welcomed but they,
with their big smiles on the faces, helped us feel at ease instead.
The IJYM members conducted a mini-school tour for our guests and we
were pleasantly amused at how interested they were in our school and the
facilities we have. Our guests shared with us stories about their own schools
and the education system in their own countries and we had a good time
taking photos at different parts of the school. I was also grateful for the things
we have in our school which they do not have in the home countries.
As we shared with them mask painting, our guests shared candidly their
painful experiences of abuse by their previous employers. It is so sad to hear
them share and yet many of them are so brave and remain in Singapore to
fight for their rights and for justice to be served to those abusers. Even
though there are such sad stories, these ladies remain optimistic and jovial. I
do not think I would have the ability to put a smile on my face if all these had
happened to me. IJYM members have so much to learn from these ladies:
we have learnt to be more appreciative of the things we have in life and not to
take people around us for granted. For those of us who have the blessing of having a domestic helper in
our house, it’s important to appreciate them as individuals and to be polite and appreciative of them. It was
such a blessing to have them with us and we hope to raise more rice for them this year.

JAPAN EXCHANGE WITH DENENCHOFU FUTABA HIGH SCHOOL (17 AUG TO 26 AUG 2014)
For the ninth consecutive year, SJC students, teachers and
parents played host for ten days to ten students and two teachers from
Denenchofu Futaba High School, Japan from 17- 26 August 2014.
Denenchofu Futaba is our sister convent from Tokyo, Japan. This was a
home stay exchange programme with ten of our students, each hosting
one student. The teachers were hosted by one of our parents. This year
our students will also visit our guests in Japan in October.
During the ten-day visit, our guests experienced Singapore’s multinational diversity and culture via our staff and host-families. The
Japanese students performed, in turn, a Japanese dance for our girls.
After attending lessons with their hosts in the morning in school, our
guests attended after school programmes which included Chinese Tea
Appreciation and Moon Cake Making sessions followed by visits to the
National Museum and Little India. SJC’s Culinary Arts Club taught our
visitors and their buddies how to make local dishes. With friendships
forged, our students look forward to another enriching experience in
Japan this November. The following is a reflection by studentparticipant, Cheryl Wong:
Before my Japanese buddy's arrival, we had to exchange email. We
shared about many things with each other such as our likes, dislikes, family,
culture and school life. Learning more about her made me further anticipate her
arrival. When she attended lessons with me, I found myself more conscientious
in revising what the teacher was teaching because I had to explain lessons to
my Japanese buddy when she did not understand. Although she was not as
proficient in English as us, she was still willing to improve her English. The
moment she did not understand a word, she would search its meaning using her
dictionary. Her keen attitude to learn was something I admired about her.
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The school brought us (the students who were involved) to a few places over
the school week. The experience to the National Museum was meaningful for
my buddy who learnt more about Singapore’s history. I brought my buddy to
visit Universal Studios Singapore, Gardens By The Bay, The S.E.A. Aquarium,
and to hawker centres to try the variety of local food. Through all this, I learned
a little more about Singapore and appreciated my country better. It was an
enriching and meaningful programme as I made a friend from another country
and was also reminded of how wonderful my home country is.

CELEBRATING 160 YEARS OF MOTHER MATHILDE’S LEGACY OF EDUCATION

IN SINGAPORE

In Feb 1854, Mother Mathilde and three
other nuns arrived in Singapore to start the first
Convent of the Holy Infant Jesus (CHIJ) school at
Victoria Street. Since then, eleven convent-schools
have grown from that one school established by
these four intrepid ladies. 2014 marks the 160th
anniversary of this founding which was celebrated
in August via two events, Te Deum (a combined
concert involving all eleven schools’ choirs) and the Second CHIJ Forum. Te Deum refers to a song of
church sung in praise of God. During the concert, Te Deum, all the choirs united for a rousing rendition
of Linda Spevacek’s Te Deum. SJChoir’s item was an joyful rendition of Agneta Sköld’s Sanctus.

SECOND CHIJ FORUM: IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF MOTHER MATHILDE
The Second CHIJ Forum brought together students
from the 11 IJ schools to learn from four illustrious alumni.
80 SJC student leaders from the Student Council and CCAs
attended the forum. The speakers were, Dr Noeleen
Heyzer (Under-Secretary-General of the United Nations
and Special Adviser of the United Nations SecretaryGeneral for Timor-Leste), Dr Chow Wan Cheng, Chairman,
Division of Medicine & Senior Consultant, Department of
Gastroenterology & Hepatology, SGH, Ms Cassandra Chiu,
Client Services Manager, Guide Dogs Association of the
Blind (Singapore), and Dr Angela Wong, Associate Professor at NIE.
Dr Heyzer’s keynote was a candid and inspirational sharing about the
tremendous challenges she had had to overcome to reach out to the less
privileged, especially women and children in the less developed countries, while
the panel speakers shared how they had transformed their challenges into
opportunities for learning. The speakers highlighted how their IJ education had
strengthened them. These speeches reiterated the IJ understanding that women
can be active agents of change for themselves and in service of others.
The morning ended with a variety of heartwarming performances by
groups of secondary and primary school representatives. Students teamed up to
depict the qualities and life of Mother Mathilde. SJC students, together with their
juniors from OLGC and OLN contributed an original song about Mother Mathilde.
The lyrics were written by SJC students Cefanie Evans (3F), Kirstie Mae Baptist
(3F) and Kyara Devasar (2G). With help from Ms Jeanette Teoh, the students
composed the music score. Here are reflections from our student-participants:
I learnt the 3 Ps – “Principle and Morals”, “Purpose
and Practise” and “People”. As an individual, I have
the power to change things around me. I should
live a meaningful and purposeful life. We should
also have artistic development and learn to unlock
the potential of people with ethics. - Ardi Hani
Yasmin, Sec 3H
I learnt that to be better people, we have to see
ourselves as part of the world.
- Henny Maherah, Sec 3F

We should be forward thinking. We should think of solutions for the long term instead of thinking in the
short term. - Daveenasheni Selva Kumar, Sec 3G
Things may not always go our way and sometimes we have to give up things which are very precious to
us in order that others will benefit. I have also learnt that it is possible to achieve our dreams and to
appreciate the education and values we are learning now in SJC as these will greatly impact our lives
and help me be a better person. - Bernadette Yeo, Sec 3H
Mother Mathilde was a change maker who started the IJ schools and made a difference to many girls’
lives. She gave them a new life and improved their education. I can also be a change-maker by doing
volunteer work and helping others. Despite the stormy journey, Mother Mathilde didn’t give up but still
managed to make her way to Asia to set up schools for girls. Like her, I must be persevering and have a
“never give up” spirit as anything is possible if we try. - Joylyn Yap, Sec 2D

I learnt that Mother Mathilde was extremely compassionate. Without compassion, we can never go far in
life. Without compassion, we would also not give our best. With compassion, we will have the
determination to push all the way and give it our very all. - Alysssa Nisha, Sec 2D
I learnt to cherish what I have as there are others in this world who are not as fortunate as we are. We
should never take things for granted and should have gratitude towards the things around us. Listening
about Dr Heyzer’s work, I learnt how helping the less fortunate around the world can improve their
standard of living so significantly. - Fan Rong Xin, Sec 3D
From Miss Cassandra Chiu, I learnt that we should always be ready for challenges and we cannot run
away from them. We need to find solutions and strategies. - Deborah Choo, Sec 2D

REFLECTING ON THE SOCIAL MISSION CONFERENCE 2014
“I want a church that is poor, and which is for the poor.” – Pope Francis
Two teachers from SJC, Ms Mary Charles and Mrs Joyce Goh,
attended the Social Mission Conference 2014. This conference was well
attended with a large gathering of 757 participants. The following is
selections from a sharing by Ms Charles, Senior Teacher/ Religious
Education:“SMC 2014 sought to deepen our understanding of the Church’s
social mission and to inspire all who attended to live our faith more
authentically in our daily lives. Our Pope has emphasised that the poor have much to teach us, and we
are called in our faith to be their friends, to listen to them and to find Christ in them. Therefore, we have
the mission to assist and partner those in need – to enable them to break free of the poverty
entanglement. “We are called to find Christ in them, to lend our voice to their causes, but also to be their
friends, to listen to them, to speak for them and to embrace the mysterious wisdom which God wishes to
share with us through them. (Pope Francis, The Joy of the Gospel, Evangelii Gaudium)
Bishop Isao Kikuchi, president of Caritas Asia, highlighted excerpts from Pope
Francis’ apostolic exhortation, Evangelii Gaudium (The Joy of the Gospel), in which
he laid out his hopes for a truly missionary Church. Bishop Isao said he agreed with
Pope Francis that in a globalised world, “we have fallen into a globalisation of
indifference”, where there is a “lack of sensitivity to people other than ourselves”. He
also spoke about “compassion fatigue”, such as in the aftermath of the 2004 Asian
Bishop Kikuchi
tsunami. “Everyone has forgotten us,” he said, quoting an elderly lady from
Pondicherry, India, who was affected by the natural disaster, and whom he visited in 2005. He said that
four months after the disaster, many Non-Government Organisations began to halt their services.
Jesuit Brother Matthew Tan, currently on attachment to Caritas
Singapore, flashed on the screen the story of the Good Samaritan and
said that this biblical hero was probably robbed before, and thus he
understood what it was like to be poor. His deep interpretation of this
well-known parable gave participants new insights about what it means
to help a stranger. Brother Matthew then went on to give suggestions
on how to reach out to the poor. “It’s not about giving but walking alongside [the poor]…Make sure we are not patronising or condescending…we are with them,” he said.”

